An ultrathin terahertz lens with axial long focal depth based on metasurfaces.
The plasmonic resonance effect on metasurfaces generates an abrupt phase change. We employ this phase modulation mechanism to design the longitudinal field distribution of an ultrathin terahertz (THz) lens for achieving the axial long-focal-depth (LFD) property. Phase distributions of the designed lens are obtained by the Yang-Gu iterative amplitude-phase retrieval algorithm. By depositing a 100 nm gold film on a 500 μm silicon substrate and etching arrayed V-shaped air holes through the gold film, the designed ultrathin THz lens is fabricated by the micro photolithography technology. Experimental measurements have demonstrated its LFD property, which basically agree with the theoretical simulations. In addition, the designed THz lens possesses a good LFD property with a bandwidth of 200 GHz. It is expected that the designed ultrathin LFD THz lens should have wide potential applications in broadband THz imaging and THz communication systems.